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~ Tossups by Swarthmore and Dartmouth Alcohol

TOSSUP 1
He graduated from Regis High School in 1933, and Montclair State in
1937. He was an important educator, the first person to have a New York City
public school named for him while still alive. But his biggest claim to fame
was as crossword puzzle editor for the N.Y. Times. For 10 points, name this
beguiler who died in 1993 and who sometimes used the pseudonym "Sam Lake",
an anagram of his last name.
ANS: Eugene T . _MALESKA_
TOSSUP 2
Before WWII~ his seminar in Warsaw was the center for logic activity in the
academic world. When the Nazis took Poland , he headed to Berkeley, and the
focal point of research moved with him. Although work had previously been
done by others, it was this man that was responsible for starting model
theory as its own discipline. FTP, name this mathematician who, with
Banach, lends his name to a famous paradox.
A: Alfred _TARSKI

C:.

TOSSUP 4
In 1139, the Pope declared them too murderous for Christain warfare and
pronounced an interdict against them. Richard Lionheart used them anyway;
and, in what many felt was poetic justice, one caused his death. Loaded
with a belt claw or a stirrup, it was slower than a longbow, but its bolts
were more powerful. FTP, name this medieval missile weapon.
A: _CROSSBOW_
TOSSUP 5
He wrote music criticism, an 1844 treatise on instrumentation, and his own
autobiography, but his best known works are his musical composition.
They
include the operas _The Trojans_ and _Benvenuto Cellini_, the oratorio _The
Childhood of Christ_, the choral symphony _Romeo and Juliet_, and the
_Symphonie Fantastiqute_. FTP, name this Frenchman.
A: Louis Hector _BERLIOZ_
TOSSUP 6
Its title comes from a Yeats poem whose themes of dissolution parallel the
plot of this novel. Published in 1959, it chronicles a generation in the
life of the Ibo tribe, and the rise and fall of Okonkwo, who ultimately
kills himself after killing a colonial official. FTP, name this novel by
Chinua Achebe.
A: _THINGS FALL APART_
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TOSSUP 7
Called the "Old Master," his actual existence is debated, but according to
some accounts, he was the librarian at the Chou court in the 6th century
BC. His most famous work encourages simplicity, naturalness, and
spontaneity in all aspects of life. FTP, name this author of _Tao Te
Ching_.
A: _LAO_-tze
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TOSSUP 8
Born less than 2 months after Martin Luther, his ecclesiastical fame began
in 1519, when he began his lectures on reform. Strictly applying his own
and Luther's guidelines, he removed crucifixes, chalices, clerical
vestments, and even organs and hymns from Church services in Zurich.
FTP,
name this Swiss protestant, killed in a religious civil war in 1531.
A: Ulrich _ZWINGLI

TOSSUP 9
It was named after a British physicist, Nobel Prize winner in 1933. It
expresses the behavior of electron waves in a way consistent with special
relativity, requiring that electrons have one-half spin, and predicts the
existence of the positron as antiparticle maccer. FTP, name this extension
of the Schrodinger equation.
A: _DIRAC EQUATION_

TOSSUP 10
In his latest book, _The End of Racism_, he argues that the greatest
problems of race relations are due to liberal anti-racism. A conservative
controversialist, he graduated from Dartmouth and served as a Reagan
advisor.
FTP, name this Indian-born author, perhaps best known for his
attack on political correctness in college curricula: _Illiberal
Education_.
A: Dinesh _D'SOUZA_
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TOSSUP 11
The Russell Professor Emeritus at the University of Chicago, he currently
works at the Hoover Institution of Stanford.
His works include _Essays in
positive Economics_, _Studies in the Quantity Theory of Money_, _Monetary
Trade in the United States and the United Kingdom_, . and _Capitalism and
Freedom_.
FTP, name this notable monetarist and Nobel laureate .
A: Milton _FRIEDMAN_

TOSSUP 12
His autobiography was titled, simply, "Words." He taught philosophy at Le
Havre, Paris, and Berlin, but it was as an au~ hor that he gained fame after
his release from a German prison in 1945. As a member of the left bank
intellectual movement in the late '40's, he wTote "The Roads of Freedom,"
"The Flies," "Nausea," and "No Exit." FTP, na..rne the French existentialist
philosopher who declined a Nobel prize.
A: Jean Paul _SARTRE_

TOSSUP 13
He was the God of plagues and cures; he caused the plague in Thebes during
Oedipus' reign and the plague that afflicted ~he Achaean warriors
assaulting Troy. He was also known as the patorn of the flute; Hermes gave
him a tortoiuse-shell flute to appease this proud God after Hermes stole
his cattle. FTP, name this Greek archer-God of the Sun.
A: Phoebus _APOLLO_

TOSSUP 14
She recently beat out Shigechiyo Izumi's record when she reached the age of
120 years and 238 days, making her the oldesc person in recorded history.
FAQTP, name this woman who met Vincent Van Gogh as a girl.
A: Jeanne CALMENT
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TOSSUP 15
Though early reports of running hot-and-cold water have been proven false,
this palace was none~heless a marvel of architecture. The center of power
of Aegean civilization before the advent of Greece, it is known in myth and
legend as the place of Pasiphae's passion and the minotaur's maze. FTP,
name this Cretan construction ..
A: KNOSSOS

TOSSUP 16
His most famous works include _Apocalypse_, _Melancholia I_, and _St.
FAQTP, name this Renaissance artist, probably
Jerome in His Study_.
Germany's most famous engraver.
A: Albrecht _DURER_

TOSSUP 17
He quit school at 17 and began dealing in rare books. Very fascinated by
the East, he was arrested for theft in Phnom Penh and served as editor of
_L'Indochine. He organized pro-Republic bombings in the Spanish Civil
War, and was a hero of the French Resistance, renowned for his anti-fascist
orations. De Gaulle later made him the Minister of Culture.
FTP, name
this man whose books include _La Tentation de l'Occident_ and _La Condition
Hurnaine_.
A: Andre _MALRAUX_
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TOSSUP 18
WARNING:
FULL NAME REQUIRED Though naming a plane after the pilot's
mother is probably not unique in the history of aviation, the choice seems a
bit morbid and an odd sort of maternal homage to say the least when the
aircraft so named dropped the first atomic bomb on Aug. 6, 1945. While the
first two names may be popularly known, FTP what was
the full name of the woman
in whose honor the Enola Gay flew?
Answer:

_ENOLA GAY TIBBETS_

TOSSUP 19
"Denem's Dentrifice, Denem's Dentrifice ... ", pariahs wi~h truly amazing
powers of memory, mechanical hounds, and pyromaniac
firemen all confront Montag
and his insatiable--though illegal--desire to read in this futuristic novel.
FTP name this novel of Ray Bradbury which
might have been enti=led Celsius 233,
the temperature at which books burn.
Answer:

_F&BRENHEIT 451

TOSSUP 20
"To a Friend", "The Forsaken Merman", "Isolation. To Ma=guerite", "The
Buried Life", Memorial Verses", "Lines Written in Kensing=on Gardens", "The
Scholar Gypsy", and "Dover Beach" are for ten points the '.·.-arks of what English
Victorian poet.

u

Answer:

Matt:hew _ARNOLD_

TOSSUP 21
He's celebrating his 200th birthday this year.

Well,

no~

really, since
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he's been dead quite a while, but the bourbon that bears
going strong. FTP, name this famous friend to sots.

~is

name is still

(
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TOSSUP 22
It comes out only 4 times a year, but has had one of the largest increases
in circulation of new magazines.
It has had Jack Nicholason, Bill Cosby and
Fidel Castro on it's cover. A Playmate did a nude center=old for it.
It can
tell you which brand uses the best Connecticut shade. FTP . what's the name of
the magazine for appreciators of fine tobacco.
Ans: _CIGAR AFICIONADO_

TOSSUP 23
She signed with the William Morris talent agency, no do~t to protect her
interests in any future fictional
account of the real life farce, one day after
the trial ended . FTP, name the female prosecutor in the Simpson trial.
Ans: Marcia _CLARK_
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Bonuses by SwartbJmore and Dartmouth Alcohol

BONUS 1
(30)
Name the country on a 30-20-10 basis.
30: Despite financial mismanagement, its president, Abert Zafy, recently
won a referendum that increased his powers.
20: It is the world's chief producer of vanilla
10: It lies in the Indian Ocean and its capital is Antananarivo

BONUS 2
(30 )
Name the Shakespeare play given lines on a 30-20-10 basis.
30: "It will have blood, they say; blood will have blood."
20 : "Hence, horrible shadow! Unreal mock'ry, hence!"
10: "It is a tale/ Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury,/ Signifying
nothing."

BONUS 3
( 30 )
Alright, one last hurrah. Answer the following O.J. questions:
For 5 points: Name the prosecutor who said "I may never practice law again"
after the verdict.
A: Christopher _DARDEN_
For 10 points: Name the LAPD criminalist whose testimony inadvertently
pointed to the incompetence of the detectives assigned to the case.
A: Dennis _FUNG_
For 15 points: Name the juror dismissed for secretly preparing to write a
book during the trial.
A: Florence FLORIO-BUNTEN_

BONUS 4
(20)
He lived from 1903 until 1970 and was a leader in New York abstract
expressionism . He is best known for large works featuring large , simple,
lightly painted, monochromatic rectangles. For 20 points, name this
Russian-born painter of _Earth and Blue_.
A: Mark _ROTHKO_

BONUS 5
(30)
Identify the authors of these Romantic works FTP each.
Manfred
A: George Gordon, Lord _BYRON_
Alastor
A:
PERCY_ Bysshe _SHELLEY_ (prompt on Shelley)
The Marriage of Heaven and Hell
A: William _BLAKE_

BONUS 6
(20 )
When Adlai Stevenson left the choice of the 1956 Democratic
vice-presidential nomination to the convention, four Democratic senators
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emerged as major candidates: one from the Midwest, one from the Northeast,
and two from the same Southern state.
For 5 points each, name these four .
A : Hubert _HUMPHREY_; John F . _KENNEDY_; Albert _GORE_, Sr . ; Estes _KEFAUVER_

BONUS 7
(30)
Identify the thinker from his works on a 30-20-10 basis .
30: a doctoral dissertation comparing the philosophies of Democritus and
Epicurus
20: _A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy_
10: _Capital_
A: Karl _MARX_

BONUS 8
(30)
Name the piece of music on a 30-20-10 basis.
30: Sections include "The Sea and Sinbad's Ship" and "The Tale of the
Kalendar Prince"
20: It is an orchestral suite composed by Rinsky-Korsakov
10: It shares its name with the legendary narrator of the Arabian Nights
A : _SCHEHEREZADE_

BONUS 9
(25 )
Given a zip code, name the state to which it corresponds for 5 points.
97381
A : _OREGON_
48065
A: _MICHIGAN_
A: _UTAH_
84015
A:
PENNSYLVANIA_
19081
A: _MASSACHUSETTS~
02138
BONUS 10
(30 )
Identify the broadway show from its songs on a 30-20-10 basis.
30: Sue Me
20: Take Back Your Mink; Follow the Fold
10: Bushel and a Peck; Fugue for Tinhorns; Luck Be a Lady
A: _GUYS AND DOLLS

BONUS 11
(30 )
Sparnroage has been increasing recently on the 'net . Answer the following
questions on important sparnrners FTP each .
First, a fellow known as the "Spam king" has begun advertising throughout
the internet for profit Name his company.
A:
INTERNET DIRECT_
Another guy sent white-supremacist email entitled "The Long March" to
everyone who has posted to a news group in the last 6 months. Give me his
nom de net :
A: _CRUSADER_
For another ten points, what white-supremacist organization does Crusader
claim to represent?
A: The _NATIONAL ALLI~~CE_

BONUS 12
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(30 )
Answer the following questions about WWI fighter personalities. First, for
five points, give me the full name of the infamous Red Baron .
A: _MANFRED VON RICHTHOFEN_
Second, FTP, name the Dutch aeronautical engineer who developed a machine
gun timed t ·o fire through the arc of a whirling propeller, and lent his
name to a generation of German airplanes.
A: Anthony _FOKKER_
Finally, for fifteen points, name the German "Eagle of Lille", who recorded
the first kill in a Fokker biplane, and whose name has become associated
with a style of turn.
A: Max IMMELMANN_

BONUS 13
(30 )
Identify the philosopher on a 30-20-10 basis.
30: While in Berlin, he competed with Hegel in gathering students, failed,
and then withdrew from academic life
20: He argued that humans would be best as ascetics, learning to curb the
will to live
10: His most famous work lS _The World as will and Idea_
A: Arthur SCHOPENHAUER_

BONUS 14
(30) For five points each place the following six parts of a standard
requiem mass in correct order from first to last:
Recordare, Hostias,
Lacrimosa, Tuba mirum, Confutatis maledictis, Dies irae .
Answer: _DIES IRAE_,
TUBA MIRUM_, _RECORDARE_, _CONFUTATIS_,
_LACRIMOSA_, _HOSTIAS_

BONUS 15
(25) In spectroscopy, atomic orbitals between which electron transitions
may occur are often labeled with the letters s, p, d, and f.
Though of lesser
significance in the wake of the quantum mechanical interpretation of atomic
phenomena, these letters once stood for the descriptive names given the lines
appearing in the spectrum of a gas discharge lamp.
For five points each and a
bonus five for all correct give the original meanings attached to these four
letters.

BONUS 16
(30) On account of their involvement with the
Auschwitz concentration camp
during the Second World War, the top management of the dye cartel IG Farben
(Interessen Gemeinschaft Farbenindustrie) was convicted at the Nuremberg war
trials. Their once monolithic firm was resultingly broken into three smaller
concerns, each of which today is still larger than the largest American
chemical company, DuPont.
For ten points each, name these three chemical
giants, one of which bears the original name of IG Farben before the firm
assumed that designation in 1904.
Answers:

BONUS 17

_BAYER_, _HOECHST_, and _BASF_ (Badische Anilin und Sodafabrik)
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(30) 30-20-10 Name the city.
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30- It's the hometown of Johannes Gutenberg,
and where he invented movable type
20- It's Archbishop was one of the electors of the Holy Roman Empire
10- It's located at the confluence of the Rhine and Main (Mine) rivers
ANS: _MAINZ

BONUS 18
(30)
For 30 points after the first excerpt, 20 after the second, and 10 after
the third, give the title of this W. B. Yeats poem:
a.

"Nine bean-rows will I have there, a hive for the honey-bee,
And live alone in the bee-loud glade."

b.

'.' There midnight's all a glimmer, and noon a purple glow,
And evening full of the linnet's wings."

c.

"I will arise and go now, for always night and day
I hear lake water lapping with low sounds by the shore;"

Answer:

(

The _LAKE ISLE OF INNISFREE_

BONUS 19
(30)
The capital of Hungary was formed when three cities were merged into
one. You will get 10 points for two of the three,
and 20 if you get the third.
Ans: BUDA, PEST and OBUDA

BONUS 20
(30) William Gibson was writing about the futuristic world of cyberspace a
long time ago.
For 10 apiece, can you give me the title of these Gibson novels
from a brief description.
a) Gibson's Hugo award winning first novel, in which he coined the word
"Cyberspace"
Ans: Neuromancer
b) Gibson' collaboration with Bruce Sterling about how history might have been
with mass application of Charles Babbage's adding machine.
Ans:

The Difference Engine

c) Gibson's last big hit, about a pizza delivery boy who finds a pair of
glasses that allows him to access the net and other neat things .
Ans: Virtual Light

BONUS 21
(30) There have been three people who have worn Robin's costume ln the
Batman comics . For 10 points apiece, name them.
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Ans: Dick Grayson, Jason Todd, Timothy Drake
BONUS 22
(25) The United States of America actually consists of 46 states and four
self-described commonwealths . For 5 apiece, and a bonus 5 for all correct,
name these four commonwealths.
Ans: Pennsylvania, Virginia, Massachusetts, Kentucky.
BONUS 23
(30) 30-20-10, name the actor from his roles
30- Kadi Touray ln Roots
20- Norberg in the Naked Gun
10- Hertz commercials and his own 8 Month long trial affair.
OJ Simpson

